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Abstract. We present the first IBE schemes that are proven secure
against selective opening attack (SOA). This means that if an adversary,
given a vector of ciphertexts, adaptively corrupts some fraction of the
senders, exposing not only their messages but also their coins, the privacy
of the unopened messages is guaranteed. Achieving security against such
attacks is well-known to be challenging and was only recently done in
the PKE case. We show that IBE schemes having a property we call
1-sided public openability (1SPO) yield SOA secure IBE schemes and
then provide two 1SPO IBE schemes, the first based on the Boyen-Waters
anonymous IBE and the second on Waters’ dual-system approach.

1 Introduction

Security against selective-opening attack (SOA) is arguably the most paradox-
ical and vexing open question in the theory of encryption. Recently (and 10
years after the problem was identified), we have seen solutions [2]. These and
followups [24,22], however, have been for the case of Public-Key Encryption
(PKE). Another domain where the problem arises, and is important for appli-
cations, is Identity-Based Encryption (IBE). The techniques used for PKE do
not yield solutions here.This paper initiates a treatment of IBE secure under
SOA, providing definitions of security and the first schemes achieving them. Our
schemes do not use random oracles.

Background. A selective-opening attack on a PKE scheme imagines n senders
and receivers. Sender i encrypts a message m[i] under fresh, random coins r[i] and
the public key pk[i] of the i-th receiver to get a ciphertext c[i]. An adversary given
the vector c corrupts some subset of the senders and learns not only their mes-
sages but also their coins. SOA-security requires that the remaining, unopened
messages retain their privacy. SOA-security is required when implementing the
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assumed secure channels in an adaptively-secure multi-party computation proto-
col. More pragmatically, it would be required to distribute shares in a distributed
file-system that is using secret-sharing for privacy.

IND-CPA and IND-CCA, widely-accepted as the “right” notions of encryption
privacy, are not known to imply security under SOA. The difficulty of establish-
ing SOA-security stems from the fact that the adversary gets the coins and also
that the messages m[1], . . . ,m[n] may be related. Constructions of SOA secure
schemes also remained elusive, the area colored by negative results for commit-
ment schemes [21,2,28]. Finally, Bellare, Hofheinz, and Yilek (BHY) [2] showed a
large class of encryption schemes, which they call lossy [2,25,30], are SOA secure.
Schemes they show to be lossy include variants of El Gamal [27], the IND-CPA
scheme built from lossy trapdoor functions by Peikert and Waters [31], and even
the original Goldwasser-Micali encryption scheme [23]. Hemenway, Libert, Os-
trovsky and Vergnaud [24] showed that re-randomizable encryption and statis-
tically hiding, two-round oblivious transfer imply lossy encryption, yielding still
more examples of SOA secure PKE schemes via the lossy-implies-SOA-secure
connection of BHY. Fehr, Hofheinz, Kiltz, and Wee (FHKW) [22] use a deniable
encryption [13] approach to achieve CC-SOA (Chosen-Ciphertext SOA) secure
PKE.

SOA for IBE. We can adapt the SOA framework to IBE in a natural way.
A vector id of adversarially-chosen target receiver identities replaces the vector
pk of public receiver keys. Sender i encrypts message m[i] under coins r[i] for
identity id[i] to get a ciphertext c[i]. As before the adversary, given c, corrupts
a subset of the senders and learns their messages and coins, and SOA-security
requires that the unopened messages are secure. At any time, the adversary can
query Extract with any identity not in the vector id and obtain its decryption
key.

There are two elements here, new compared to PKE, that will be central to
the technical challenges in achieving the goal. The first is the Extract oracle,
a feature of IBE security formalizations since the pioneering work of Boneh and
Franklin [9], that allows the adversary to obtain the decryption key of any (non-
target) receiver of its choice. The second is that the target identities are chosen
by the adversary. (We will achieve full, rather than selective-id security [15].)

IBE can conveniently replace PKE in applications such as those mentioned
above, making its SOA-security important. Beyond this, we feel that determin-
ing whether SOA-secure IBE is possible is a question of both foundational and
technical interest.

Contributions in brief. We provide a simulation-based, semantic security for-
malization of SOA-secure IBE. (This means our results do not need to assume con-
ditional re-samplability of message spaces, in contrast to some of the results of [2]
for IND-style notions.) We provide a general paradigm to achieve SOA-secure IBE
based on IBE schemes that are IND-CPA and have a property we call 1-Sided Pub-
lic Openability (1SPO). We discuss why obtaining 1SPO IND-CPA IBE schemes
without random oracles is not immediate and then illustrate two ways to do it.
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Scheme Pars Ctxt Keys Enc Dec F/S Assumption

LoR n + 6 5 5 5 exp 5 pr F DLIN

BBoR 4 2 2 2 exp 2 pr F GSD

Fig. 1. Our 1SPO IND-CPA IBE schemes. These encrypt 1-bit messages. Bit-by-bit
encryption yields SOA-secure IBE schemes encrypting full messages. “Pars” is the
size of the public parameters, “Ctxt” of the ciphertext and “Keys” of the decryption
keys, all in group elements, with n the length of identities. (In practice n = 160 by
hashing identities.) “Enc” and “Dec” are the encryption and decryption costs with
“exp” standing for an exponentiation or multi-exponentiation and “pr” for a pairing.
“F/S” indicates whether we get Full or Selective-id security. “GSD” stands for the
General Subgroup Decision assumption.

The first, adapting the anonymous IBE scheme of Boyen and Waters [12], yields
a SOA-secure IBE scheme based on the DLIN (Decision Linear) assumption of [7].
The second, using the dual-system approach of [32], yields a SOA-secure IBE
scheme in the Boneh-Boyen style [6] based on a subgroup decision assumption
in composite order groups. Attributes of the schemes are summarized in Figure 1.
We now expand on these contributions.

1SPO IBE implies SOA-secure IBE. There are fundamental obstacles to ex-
tending BHY’s lossy-implies-SOA-secure approach, that worked for SOA-secure
PKE, to the IBE setting. (Briefly, we cannot make the encryption undetectably
lossy on all challenge identities because the adversary has an Extract oracle
and we wish to achieve full, not selective-id [15] security.) Instead we return
to ideas from non-committing [14] and deniable [13] encryption. We define IBE
schemes that have a property we call one-sided public openability (1SPO) and is
an IBE-analogue of a weak form of deniable PKE [13]. In short, an IBE scheme
for 1-bit messages is 1SPO if it is possible, given the public parameters par, an
identity id, and the encryption c of message 1 under par and id, to efficiently
open the encryption, meaning find correctly-distributed randomness r such that
encrypting a 1 using par, id, r results in the ciphertext c. We emphasize that
this opening must be done without the aid of any secret information. Bit-by-bit
encryption then results in a scheme that can encrypt long messages. We show in
Theorem 1 that if the starting 1-bit 1SPO scheme is also IND-CPA secure then
the constructed IBE scheme is SOA-secure. This reduces the task of obtaining
SOA-secure IBE schemes to obtaining IND-CPA secure 1SPO schemes.

FHKY [22] develop a similar approach in the PKE setting. Their work and
ours are concurrent and independent. (Both were submitted to Eurocrypt 2010
but only theirs was accepted.)

Finding 1SPO IBE schemes. Known Random Oracle (RO) model IBE schemes
[9,19] can be adapted to be 1SPO secure, yielding SOA-secure IBE in the RO
model. Achieving it without ROs, however, turns out not to be straightforward.
The natural approach, extending that used for PKE [13,22], is to build IBE
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schemes that are what we call 1SIS (1-sided invertibly samplable). Here, encryp-
tions of 0 to a certain identity would have a certain structure. This structure
should be detectable with the secret key associated to the identity, but not with-
out it, and thus not by an attacker. On the other hand, encryptions of 1 would
be random, but in a special way, namely there is a public procedure that given
an encryption c of a 1 can compute randomness (coins) under which the en-
cryption algorithm applied to 1 would produce c. Any such scheme is 1SPO.
The challenge that emerges is to find 1SIS IND-CPA IBE schemes. Existing
IBE schemes do not have the property, and nor do direct adaptations work.
The Boneh-Boyen approach [6] is probably the most widely used in IBE design.
(Waters’ IBE scheme [33] is one instance.) However, ciphertexts in BB-schemes
contain group elements that obey relations an attacker can test and thus cannot
be undetectably replaced with random group elements. We will obtain our first
solution by a different approach. Then, however, we will go back to show how
the dual-system approach can be used to make a BB-style scheme work if we
use composite order groups.

The linear scheme. In our “Linear or Random” (LoR) scheme, an encryption
of 0 to a given identity, id, is done using (a modification of) the Boyen-Waters
(BW) encryption algorithm [12]. This output of the encryption will be five group
elements that share a certain structure that is only detectable to a user with the
private key for id. To encrypt a 1 we simply choose five random group elements.
This, however, must be done using what we call a publicly invertible process (see
below). The main feature of this encryption scheme is that an encryption of 0 can
always be claimed as just five random group elements, and thus as an encryption
of 1. This reveals why we choose to build of the BW anonymous IBE scheme
as opposed to other simpler IBE systems without random oracles. The main
feature of the BW ciphertexts is that they have no detectable structure from an
attacker that does not have a private key for id. In contrast, in BB-style IBE
systems [6,33] the attacker can test for structure between two group elements in
well formed ciphertexts. Therefore we cannot create a secure encryption system
simply by replacing these with random group elements.

We prove LoR is 1SPO directly. We must also, however, prove it is IND-CPA.
We adapt techniques from [12,3] to do this under the DLIN assumption. The
proof technique of [3] allows us to avoid Waters’ artificial abort step [33] thereby
resulting in a more efficient reduction.

The dual-system scheme. Waters introduced a new approach to IBE called
the dual system approach in which both the challenge ciphertext and keys are
replaced in the proof by “semi-functional” versions [32]. We adapt this approach
to get a 1SIS (and thus 1SPO) IND-CPA IBE scheme and thus a SOA-secure
IBE scheme. An interesting feature of the scheme is that ciphertexts have a BB-
form, showing that the dual-system approach can surmount the above-mentioned
difficulties in making BB-style systems 1SIS. We accordingly call the scheme
BBoR (BB or Random). In addition this is interesting because it illustrates a
quite different technique and yields a scheme based on a different assumption
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(subgroup decision in a composite group, not known to imply or be implied by
DLIN in a prime-order group). As Figure 1 shows, the main pragmatic difference
compared to LoR is short public parameters. (Those of LoR are long due to the
Waters’ hash function [33] which is required to get full security.) Others costs
have dropped as well (from 5 to 2) but the group is larger so a closer analysis
would be needed to determine whether this translates to actual efficiency gains.

Our starting points are the dual-system based Lewko-Waters (LW) IBE
scheme [26] and its anonymous extension by De Caro, Iovino and Persiano
(DIP) [17]. We modify these to get a 1SIS scheme where an encryption of a 0 is
BB-ciphertext but in a subgroup while an encryption of a 1 is a pair of random
points in the full group. While extending these schemes we manage simultane-
ously to make the assumptions simpler, more natural and fewer. Specifically, all
these schemes rely on a pairing e : G × G → GT where G, GT have composite
order N . LW make three different assumptions (numbered 1,2,3), the first two
being about subgroup decision in G and the third in GT . DIP also make three
assumptions, with the third being quite ad hoc and tailored to the scheme. We
eliminate the third assumption in both cases and unify the rest, formulating
what we call the general subgroup decision assumption, which is only in G, and
basing the proof solely on this single assumption.

Publicly invertible sampling. We have said that encryptions of a 1 in our
1SIS schemes are random group elements. This, however, is not enough. They
have to be invertibly sampled. As we explained above, this means there is a
public procedure that given an encryption c of a 1 can compute randomness
(coins) under which the encryption algorithm applied to 1 would produce c. To
illustrate the subtleties of the notion, consider a scheme in which the encryption
c of a 1 is computed by picking an exponent x at random and returning gx

where g is a generator of a group G. Although the ciphertext is random, this is
not invertibly samplable since we cannot recover x from c. Instead, a ciphertext
must be sampled “directly” as c←$ G. The difficulty is that whether or not this
is possible depends on the group. In the PKE case, it is possible to stay within
simple groups such as Z∗

p for prime p, where such sampling is easy. (Pick a a
random integer in the range 1, . . . , p− 1.) In our case, however, G is a complex
group, namely a subgroup of the points on an elliptic curve. We show how to
sample invertibly nonetheless, relying on the structure of the elliptic curve groups
in question. Specifically, we modify some methods used to implement the hash
function of the BLS signature scheme [11].

Extensions and open problems. After seeing a preliminary version of our
work, Peikert [29] has said that the lattice-based IBE schemes of [18,1] adapt
to yield 1SPO schemes, whence, by our results, SOA-secure IBE. One interest-
ing direction for further work is to define SOA-secure HIBE and then extend
our schemes (the second in particular) as well as the lattice ones to achieve it.
Another direction is to define deniable IBE and then fuse our approaches with
those of [13] to achieve it. We remark that even given SOA-secure HIBE, we
do not directly achieve CC-SOA (Chosen-ciphertext SOA) secure IBE because
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the BCHK transform [8] does not work in the SOA setting. (The problem is
opening the randomness used in creating the one-time-signature key.) Achieving
CC-SOA secure IBE is another interesting open question.

Related work. Canetti, Feige, Goldreich and Naor [14] introduced non com-
mitting encryption (NCE) to achieve adaptively secure multi-party computation
in the computational (as opposed to secure channels) setting without erasures.
In their treatment, NCE is an interactive protocol, and their definition of secu-
rity is in the MPC framework. The model allows corruption of both senders and
receivers. They show how to achieve NCE but, viewed as a public-key system,
they would have keys larger than the total number of message bits that may be
securely encrypted. Damg̊ard and Nielsen [20] introduced more efficient schemes
but this restriction remained, and Nielsen [28] showed it was necessary. With
partial erasures, more efficient solutions were provided by Canetti, Halevi and
Katz [16].

Dwork, Naor, Reingold and Stockmeyer [21] extracted out a stand-alone no-
tion of commitment secure against selective opening defined directly by a game
rather than via the MPC framework. Corruptions allow the adversary to obtain
the committer’s coins along with its message. This was adapted to public-key
encryption in [2], who focused on sender (as opposed to receiver) corruptions
and were then able to obtain solutions based on lossy encryption.

Canetti, Dwork, Naor and Ostrovsky [13] introduced deniable encryption,
where a sender may open a ciphertext to an arbitrary message by providing
coins produced by a faking algorithm. The authors explain that this is stronger
than NCE because in the latter only a simulator can open in this way. A weak
form of their requirement is that encryptions of 1 can be opened as encryptions
of 0 even if not vice versa. 1SPO IBE is an IBE analogue of this notion.

Sender versus receiver corruptions. We clarify that our model and re-
sults are for adaptive sender corruptions, not adaptive receiver corruptions. (The
latter would correspond to being allowed to query to Extract identities in the
challenge vector id.) Security against adaptive receiver corruptions seems out of
reach of current techniques for PKE let alone for IBE. (Without either erasures
or keys as long as the total number of messages bits ever encrypted.) We do
allow receiver corruptions via the Extract oracle but these are non-adaptive.
We view this as retaining (meaning neither weakening nor strengthening) the
guarantees against receiver corruption already provided by the basic definition
of IND-CPA-secure IBE [9]. Our notion, security against adaptive sender and
non-adaptive receiver corruptions, is still very strong.

2 Preliminaries

Notation. We use boldface to denote vectors, i.e., m. For vector m, we let
|m| denote the number of components in the vector. When m[i] ∈ {0, 1}∗, we
denote by m[i][j] the jth bit of the ith component of m, i.e., the jth bit of m[i].
On the other hand, when c[i] is a sequence, we let c[i][j] denote the jth value
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in the sequence c[i]. We sometimes abuse notation and treat vectors as sets.
Specifically, if S is a set we may write S ∪m to denote S ∪ {m[1]} ∪ {m[2]} . . ..
If two adversaries A and B have access to different oracles with the same name
(e.g., NewMesg) we sometimes write NewMesgB to mean B’s version of the
oracle. For n ∈ N we denote by [n] the set {1, . . . , n}.

We fix pairing parameters GP = (G, GT , p, e) where G, GT are groups of order
prime p and the map e : G×G→ GT is an efficiently computable non-degenerate
bilinear map. We let Texp(G) be the time to compute an exponentiation in the
group G. We let Top(G) be the time to compute a group operation in G. For
any group G, let G∗ denote the generators of G.

Code-Based Games. We use code based games [4] for our security defini-
tions. A game consists of numerous procedures including an Initialize proce-
dure and a Finalize procedure. When an adversary A executes with the game,
the Initialize procedure is executed first and its outputs are the initial inputs
to adversary A. Then A executes and its oracle queries are answered by the cor-
responding procedures of the game. When the adversary halts with some final
output, this output is given as input to the Finalize procedure. The output
of the Finalize procedure is then considered the output of the game. We let
GA ⇒ y be the event that game G, when executed with adversary A, has out-
put y. We abbreviate “GA ⇒ true” by “GA”. The running time of the adversary
while playing the game is considered to be the running time of the adversary
while playing the game plus the time to execute all of the game procedures
during the execution.

Randomized Algorithms and Sampling from Groups. We have to model
randomized algorithms carefully and in a particular way to define invertible
sampling. We assume that all algorithms have access to a RNG Rand that is
the only source of randomness in the system. On input a positive integer n,
function Rand returns a value uniformly distributed in Zn. We stress that Rand
is not viewed as having an underlying source of coins in the form of bits as
in complexity-theoretic/Turing machine models. Rather, its operation is atomic
and its outputs are the coins.

When we write a←$ G we mean that we run i←$ Rand(p), where p = |G|, and
let a = gi where g is a generator of G. However, we also want to use publicly
reversible sampling. A publicly reversible (PR) sampler Samp takes no input
and, via access to Rand, outputs a point in G or the failure symbol ⊥. It has
sampling failure probability ζ if the probability that it outputs ⊥ is at most ζ.
We require that Pr[a′ = a | a′ �= ⊥] = 1/|G| for all a ∈ G, where the probability
is over a′←$ Samp.

If (r1, . . . , rs) is a sequence of non-negative integers, we let Samp[r1, . . . , rs] be
the result of running Samp with Rand replaced by the subroutine that returns ri

in response to the i-th query made to it, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. We require that there is
an algorithm Samp−1 which on input a ∈ G outputs a sequence (r1, . . . , rs) such
that Samp[r1, . . . , rs] = a. (Samp−1, as with any other algorithm, has access to
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Rand.) Samp−1 also might fail (and output ⊥). We call this the reverse sampling
failure probability and denote it with θ.

Identity-Based Encryption. An Identity-based encryption scheme (IBE) is
a tuple of algorithms Π = (Pg, Kg, Enc, Dec) with identity space IdSp, message
space MsgSp, and the following properties. The parameter generation algorithm
Pg takes no input and outputs a public parameter string par and a master secret
key msk. The identity key generation algorithm Kg takes as input the public
parameter string par, the master secret key msk, and an identity id, and outputs
a secret key sk for identity id. The encryption algorithm Enc takes as input the
public parameters par, an identity id, and a message M , and outputs a ciphertext
C. Lastly, the decryption algorithm Dec takes as input the public parameters
par, an identity secret key sk, and a ciphertext C, and outputs either a message
M or a failure symbol ⊥. We say that an IBE scheme has completeness error
ε if the probability that Dec(par, sk, id, Enc(par, id, M)) = M is ≥ 1 − ε for all
id ∈ IdSp, all M ∈ MsgSp, all (par, msk) ∈ [Pg], and all sk ∈ [Kg(par, msk, id)],
where the probability is taken over the coins used in encryption.

A one-bit IBE scheme Π = (Pg, Kg, Enc, Dec) is one with MsgSp = {0, 1},
while an �-bit IBE scheme has MsgSp = {0, 1}�. We will build �-bit IBE schemes
from one-bit IBE schemes as follows. Given one-bit IBE scheme Π as above, let
Π� = (Pg�, Kg�, Enc�, Dec�) be an �-bit IBE scheme defined as follows: parameter
and key generation are unchanged, i.e., Pg� = Pg and Kg� = Kg. The encryption
algorithm Enc�, on input par, id, M ∈ {0, 1}�, outputs Enc(par, id, M [1]) ‖ . . .
‖ Enc(par, id, M [�]), where M [i] is the ith bit of M . In other words, encryption
encrypts each bit separately and concatenates the resulting ciphertexts. Decryp-
tion works in the obvious way: decrypt each ciphertext component separately to
learn individual bits. It is easy to see that if Π has ε completeness error, then
the resulting �-bit scheme has completeness error at most � · ε.

The standard notion of security for IBE schemes is indistinguishability under
chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA) [9]. We define the IND-CPA advantage of
an IND-CPA adversary A against IBE scheme Π to be Advind-cpa

Π (A) = 2 ·
Pr

[
INDCPAA

Π ⇒ true
] − 1 , where game INDCPA can be found in Figure 2.

An IND-CPA adversary interacts with game INDCPA, querying LR only once
and on an identity id∗ ∈ IdSp that is never queried to Extract and on equal
length messages M0, M1 ∈ MsgSp. We note that adversaries may query the same
identity id to Extract multiple times, since key generation is randomized.

We associate to encryption algorithm Enc the set Coins(par, m). This is the set
from which Enc draws its coins when encrypting message m using parameters par.
Similarly, we let Coins(par, id, c, 1) be the set of coins {r | c = Enc(par, id, 1; r)}.

3 Security against Selective Opening Attacks

In this section we formalize SOA security for IBE, closely following the formal-
izations from [2]. Before proceeding, we need two definitions. A (k, �)-message
sampler is a randomized algorithm M that on input string α ∈ {0, 1}∗ outputs
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proc. Initialize:
(par, msk)←$ Pg ; b←$ {0, 1}
Return par

proc. Extract(id):
Return Kg(par, msk, id)

proc. LR(id, M0, M1): INDCPAΠ

Return Enc(par, id, Mb)

proc. Finalize(b′):
Return (b = b′)

Fig. 2. The IBE IND-CPA Game

a vector of messages m such that |m| = k and each m[i] ∈ {0, 1}�. A relation R
is any randomized algorithm that outputs a single bit.

An soa-adversary is one that runs with game REAL making one query to
NewMesg before making one query to Corrupt; it may make one or more
queries to Extract at any time during the game. An soa-simulator is an ad-
versary that runs with game SIM, makes one query to NewMesg and later
makes one query to Corrupt. It makes no Extract queries. We define the
soa-advantage of soa-adversary A against an IBE scheme Π with respect to a
(k, �)-message samplerM, relation R, and soa-simulator S as

Advsoa
Π,k,S,M,R(A) = Pr

[
REALA

Π,k,M,R ⇒ 1
]− Pr

[
SIMS

Π,k,M,R ⇒ 1
]

.

Discussion. In game REAL (shown in Figure 3), the Initialize procedure runs
the parameter generation algorithm and returns the scheme parameters to the
adversary. The adversary then runs with oracles NewMesg, Corrupt, and
Extract. The adversary may never query an identity to Extract that appears
in a query to NewMesg.

The adversary may query the NewMesg oracle once with a vector of identities
id and a string α that is meant to capture state to pass on to the message
sampler. Procedure NewMesg, on input id and α, samples a vector of messages
from the message sampling algorithm M and encrypts the entire vector using
independent coins to the identities specified in id. This means that the ith
component of the resulting ciphertext vector c is Enc(par, id[i],m[i]; r[i]), the
encryption of the ith message to the ith identity with the ith coins.

After querying the NewMesg oracle, the adversary may make one query to
Corrupt with a set of indices I ⊆ [k]. These indices specify which ciphertexts
from the vector c returned by NewMesg the adversary would like opened. The
Corrupt procedure returns the messages and randomness used in NewMesg
corresponding to indices in I. Additionally, at any time the adversary may query
the Extract oracle on an identity of its choice and learn a secret key for that
identity. We do not allow the adversary to query Extract on any identity ap-
pearing in the vector id queried to NewMesg.

Finally, the adversary halts with output out and the output of the game is
the relation R applied to the message vector m, the set of challenge IDs ChID,
the corrupt set I, and the output out.

In game SIM (shown in Figure 4), the Initialize procedure does nothing and
returns⊥ to the simulator. The simulator then runs with two oracles, NewMesg
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proc. Initialize:
(par, msk)←$ Pg
Return par

proc. NewMesg(id, α):
If id ∩ ExID �= ∅ then return ⊥
ChID← ChID ∪ id ; m←$M(α)
For i in 1 to k

r[i]←$ Coins(par,m[i])
c[i]← Enc(par, id[i],m[i]; r[i])

Return c

proc. Extract(id):
If id ∈ ChID then return ⊥
ExID← ExID ∪ {id}
sk←$ Kg(par, msk, id)
Return sk

proc. Corrupt(I):
Return r[I], m[I]

proc. Finalize(out):
Return R(m, ChID, I, out)

Fig. 3. Game REALΠ,k,M,R

proc. Initialize:
Return ⊥
proc. NewMesg(id, α):
ChID← ChID ∪ id ; m←$M(α)
Return ⊥

proc. Corrupt(I):
Return m[I]

proc. Finalize(out):
Return R(m, ChID, I, out)

Fig. 4. Game SIMΠ,k,M,R

and Corrupt. On input an identity vector id and a string α, oracle NewMesg
samples a vector m of messages using the message sampling algorithmM applied
to the state string α. Nothing is returned to the simulator. The simulator is only
allowed one NewMesg query. At a later time, the simulator may then make a
single query to oracle Corrupt with a set of indices I and as a result will learn
the messages in m corresponding to I. Finally, the simulator halts with output
out and the output of the game is the relation R applied to the message vector
m, the set of challenge IDs ChID, the corrupt set I, and the output out.

As noted at the end of Section 1, we model adaptive sender corruptions
while retaining standard IBE security against non-adaptive receiver corruptions.
(Adaptive receiver corruptions would correspond to removing the restriction that
Extract return ⊥ when queried on a challenge identity.) Security against adap-
tive receiver corruptions seems out of reach of current techniques for PKE let
alone IBE.

4 SOA Secure IBE from 1SPO IBE

A perfect one-sided public (1SP) opener for one-bit IBE scheme Π = (Pg, Kg,
Enc, Dec) is an algorithm OpToOne that takes input parameters par, identity id,
and ciphertext c, and has the following property: for all par ∈ [Pg], all id ∈ IdSp,
every c ∈ [Enc(par, id, 1)], and every r̄ ∈ Coins(par, id, c, 1),
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Pr [ r←$ OpToOne(par, id, c) : r = r̄ ] =
1

|Coins(par, id, c, 1)| .

We can weaken this definition slightly by considering opening algorithms that can
fail with some probability δ, but in the case of success their output distribution
is identical to the actual coin distribution. This is reflected as for all par ∈ [Pg],
all id ∈ IdSp, every c ∈ [Enc(par, id, 1)], and every r̄ ∈ Coins(par, id, c, 1),

Pr [ r←$ OpToOne(par, id, c) : r = r̄ | r �= ⊥ ] =
1

|Coins(par, id, c, 1)| .

Notice that the probability is only over the coins used by OpToOne. We call such
an OpToOne algorithm a δ-1SP opener and we also call an IBE scheme with a
δ-1SP opener δ-one-sided publicly openable (δ-1SPO).

The idea of constructing encryption schemes with such one-sided opening orig-
inates with Canetti, Dwork, Naor, and Ostrovsky [13], who used PKE schemes
with this property to build deniable PKE schemes. From translucent sets they
get PKE schemes where an encryption of a 1 is pseudorandom while an en-
cryption of a 0 is random. It is then possible to claim the encryption of a 1
was random and thus open it to a 0. More recently, in independent work, Fehr,
Hofheinz, Kiltz, and Wee [22] used PKE schemes with a 1SPO property as a
building block to achieve CC-SOA public-key encryption security. Of course,
both of these works focus on PKE while we focus on IBE.

From 1SPO to SOA. We now state our main result: IND-CPA 1SPO one-bit
IBE schemes lead to many-bit SOA-secure IBE schemes. Let Π = (Pg, Kg, Enc,
Dec) denote a one-bit IBE scheme that is δ-one sided openable and let Π� = (Pg�,
Kg�, Enc�, Dec�) the �-bit IBE scheme built from Π as described in Section 2.

Theorem 1. Let Π be a one-bit IBE scheme with a δ one-sided opener OpToOne,
and let Π� be the �-bit scheme built from it. Let k be an integer, A an
soa-adversary making at most q queries to Extract, R a relation, and M a
(k, �)-message sampler. Then there exists an soa-simulator S and an IND-CPA
adversary B such that

Advsoa
Π�,k,M,R,S(A) ≤ k� ·Advind-cpa

Π (B) + k� · δ ,

where T(S) = O(T(A) + k� · T(OpToOne) + q · T(Kg�) + k · T(Enc�) + T(Pg�))
and T(B) = O(T(A) + T(M) + k� · T(Enc) + k� · T(OpToOne) + T(R)). ��
The full proof is in [5]. We briefly sketch the ideas here. Simulator S runs A
and gives it encryptions of all 0s. When A asks for some of the ciphertexts to be
opened, S queries its own Corrupt oracle, learns the messages it needs to open
the ciphertexts to, and then opens bit-by-bit. If it needs to open a ciphertext
component to a 0, it simply gives A the coins it used when originally creating the
ciphertext. If it needs to open a ciphertext to a 1, it uses the scheme’s OpToOne
algorithm to find the coins. The simulator then outputs the same output as A.
The IND-CPA security of the scheme will allow us to argue that the simulator
is successful. We will do a hybrid over the � individual components of the k
messages sampled fromM, where in the ith hybrid game the first i bits sampled
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fromM are ignored and 0s are encrypted in their place. Thus, in the first hybrid
game all bits sampled fromM are accurately encrypted, while in the last hybrid
game only 0s are encrypted. This hybrid causes the loss of a factor k · � in the
theorem.

A natural question is why not prove Theorem 1 for � = 1 (meaning, show that
any 1-bit 1SPO IBE scheme is SOA-secure) and then prove the general result
that if 1-bit Π is SOA-secure then so is Π� for any �? The answer is that we do
not know how to prove this general result.

5 A First Attempt

As a first attempt at constructing a 1SPO IBE scheme, we try to adapt tech-
niques from deniable PKE [13], in particular the idea that an encryption of a 0
should be “pseudorandom” while the encryption of a 1 is “random”. A typical
IBE scheme has ciphertexts consisting of a tuple of group elements with some
structure. To make such a scheme 1SPO, a natural idea is to make the honestly-
generated ciphertext tuple the encryption of a 0, and a tuple of random group
elements an encryption of a 1. The secret key for an identity then contains infor-
mation which helps test for this structure. Let us see what happens if we apply
this idea to the IBE scheme of Boneh and Boyen (BB) [6], which has been the
basis for many other IBE schemes including the Waters (W) IBE [33].

Recall in the BB scheme (and its variants) a ciphertext has the form (C1,
C2, C3) = (e(g1, g2)s ·M, gs, H(u, id)s), where different variants define the hash
function H differently, g, g1, g2,u are part of the parameters, and s is chosen
randomly by the encryptor. Now, if we follow the ideas described above for
making the scheme 1SPO, encryptions of 0 would be (C, C′) = (gs, H(u, id)s),
while encryptions of 1 would be a pair of group elements chosen uniformly at
random from G×G.

Syntactically the scheme works, but it is unfortunately not IND-CPA secure.
The reason is that distinguishing an encryption of a 0 from an encryption of a
1 is exactly the DDH problem in G and hence easy given the pairing. Given a
ciphertext (C, C′), we can output 0 if e(g, C′) = e(C, H(u, id)) and 1 otherwise.
This is (with high probability) a correct decryption.

The fundamental issue is that in the BB scheme, the structure of the cipher-
texts can be detected given only public parameters. The key idea in our two
schemes is to destroy any structure that is publicly detectable.

6 A 1SPO IBE Scheme Based on the DLIN Assumption

The security of our first scheme will rely on the Decisional Linear Assump-
tion [7]. The decisional linear game DLIN is found in Figure 5. We say the
DLIN-advantage of an adversary A against GP is

Advdlin
GP (A) = 2 · Pr

[
DLINA

GP ⇒ true
]− 1 .
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proc. Initialize:
g, g1, g2←$ G∗ ; a1, a2←$ Zp ; d←$ {0, 1}
h1 ← ga1

1 ; h2 ← ga2
2

If d = 1 then W = ga1+a2 Else W ←$ G

Return (g, g1, g2, h1, h2, W )

DLING

proc. Finalize(d′):
Return (d = d′)

Fig. 5. The DLIN game for the decisional linear assumption

Scheme Description. Our IBE scheme LoR = (Pg, Kg, Enc, Dec) is a one-bit
version of the anonymous IBE scheme from Boyen and Waters [12] but using the
Waters’ hash function [33] for adaptive security. The name is short for “Linear
or Random” to represent the fact that the encryption of a 0 consists of five
group elements whose relationship is similar to that of the group elements in the
decisional linear assumption, while an encryption of a 1 consists of five random
group elements. The scheme will use a cyclic group G of prime order p with
an efficiently computable pairing e : G × G → GT . We also require the group
has a PR sampler Samp with failure probability ζ and corresponding inverse
sampler Samp−1 with reverse failure probability θ. (The full version [5] gives
details on how to instantiate such groups.) Let G∗ denote the generators of G.
Let 1GT be the identity element of the target group GT . Define hash function
H : Gn+1 × {0, 1}n → G as H(u, id) = u[0]

∏n
i=1 u[i]id[i], where id[i] is the ith

bit of string id. This is the Waters’ hash function [33]. The scheme LoR, shown
in Figure 6, has message space {0, 1} and identity space {0, 1}n. The scheme has
completeness error 1/p2.

We claim the scheme is δ-1SPO where δ ≤ 5θ. The algorithm OpToOne simply
runs Samp−1 on each of the five ciphertext components with independent failure
probabilities θ.

The following says LoR is IND-CPA-secure based on DLIN. The proof com-
bines techniques from [12,33,3] and can be found in the full version [5].

Theorem 2. Fix pairing parameters GP = (G, GT , p, e) and an integer n ≥ 1,
and let LoR = (Pg, Kg, Enc, Dec) be the one-bit IBE scheme associated to GP
and IdSp = {0, 1}n. Assume G is PR-samplable with sampling failure proba-
bility ζ. Let A be an IND-CPA adversary against LoR which has advantage
ε = Advind-cpa

LoR (A) > 2n+1/p + 5ζ and makes at most q ∈ [1 .. pε/9n] queries to
its Extract oracle. Let

δ =
1
2

(
ε

2
− 2n

p
− 5ζ

)
.

Then there is a DLIN-adversary B such that

Advdlin
GP (B) ≥ δ2

9qn + 3δ
and T(B) = T(A) + Tsim(n, q) (1)

where Tsim(n, q) = O(qn + (n + q)Texp(G)) . ��
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Alg. Pg:

g←$ G∗ ; u←$ Gn+1

t1, t2, t3, t4←$ Z∗
p

v1 ← gt1 ; v2 ← gt2

v3 ← gt3 ; v4 ← gt4

par← (g,u, v1, v2, v3, v4)
msk← (t1, t2, t3, t4)
Return (par, msk)

Alg. Kg(par, msk, id):
(g,u, v1, v2, v3, v4)← par
(t1, t2, t3, t4)← msk
r1, r2←$ Zp ; d0 ← gr1t1t2+r2t3t4

d1 ← H(u, id)−r1t2

d2 ← H(u, id)−r1t1

d3 ← H(u, id)−r2t4

d4 ← H(u, id)−r2t3

Return (d0, d1, d2, d3, d4)

Alg. Enc(par, id, M):
(g,u, v1, v2, v3, v4)← par
If M = 0 then

s, s1, s2←$ Zp ; C0 ← H(u, id)s

C1 ← vs−s1
1 ; C2 ← vs1

2

C3 ← vs−s2
3 ; C4 ← vs2

4

Else
For i = 0 to 4 do Ci←$ SampG()

Return (C0, C1, C2, C3, C4)

Alg. Dec(par, sk, C):
(g,u, v1, v2, v3, v4)← par
(d0, d1, d2, d3, d4)← sk
(C0, C1, C2, C3, C4)← C

If
∏4

i=0 e(Ci, di) = 1GT then
Return 0

Else return 1

Fig. 6. Scheme LoR based on Boyen-Waters IBE

7 A Scheme Based on Dual System IBE

General Subgroup Decision. We introduce the general subgroup decision
problem and assumption as a generalization of several assumptions in the litera-
ture. An order-n group generator with security parameter k is an algorithm Gen
that returns a pair (π, π̄), where π = (〈G〉, 〈GT 〉, 〈e〉, N) and π̄ = (p1, . . . , pn)
with p1 < . . . < pn primes; G, GT groups and e : G×G→ GT a non-degenerate
bilinear map; pi ∈ {2k−1, . . . , 2k − 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; N = p1 · · · pn = |G| = |GT |.
For S ⊆ [n] we let G(S) denote the unique subgroup of G of order

∏
i∈S pi. By

H∗ we denote the set of generators of a cyclic group H.
The orthogonality property is that if S1, S2 ⊆ [n] are disjoint and gi ∈ G(Si)

(i = 1, 2), then e(g1, g2) = 1GT . Now suppose S0, S1 ⊆ [n] and given T ∈ G(Sb)
we wish to determine b ∈ {0, 1}. Orthogonality makes this easy if we possess
g ∈ G(S) where one of S ∩S0, S ∩S1 is empty and the other is not. The general
subgroup decision assumption is that it is hard without such a g, even if we
possess elements of any G(S) for which S ∩ S0, S ∩ S1 are both empty or both
not empty. Our formalization uses game GSDGen of Figure 7. Adversary A must
make exactly one Ch query, consisting of a pair S0, S1 ⊆ [n], and this must be
its first oracle query. Subsequently it can query Gen(S) on any S ⊆ [n] and is
allowed multiple queries to this oracle. It terminates by outputting a bit b′ and
its advantage is

Advgsd
Gen(A) = 2 · Pr

[
GSDA

Gen ⇒ true
]− 1 .
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proc. Initialize:
(π, π̄)←$ Gen ; b←$ {0, 1}
(〈G〉, 〈GT 〉, 〈e〉, N)← π
(p1, . . . , pn)← π̄
Return π

proc. Ch(S0, S1):
If (S0 = ∅ or S1 = ∅) then return ⊥
T ←$ G(Sb)
Return T

proc. Gen(S):
If (S ∩ S0 = ∅) ∧ (S ∩ S1 �= ∅)

then return ⊥
If (S ∩ S0 �= ∅) ∧ (S ∩ S1 = ∅)

then return ⊥
g←$ G(S)
Return g

proc. Finalize(b′):
Return (b = b′)

Fig. 7. Game GSDGen

Discussion. Lewko and Waters [26] make several different subgroup decision
assumptions about order-n group generators with n = 3, and [17] do the same
with n = 4. Each of these corresponds to a particular choice of S0, S1 queried to
Ch, and particular queries to Gen, in our game. (And hence can be formulated
without these oracles. We note these papers also make other assumptions, some
pertaining to GT , that we will not need or consider.) Although the authors make
only a few specific assumptions, it is apparent that they would be willing to make
any “allowed” one in the family, where “allowed” means that the adversary can
get elements of G(S) only as long as S ∩ S0, S ∩ S1 are both empty or both not
empty. Our aim in formulating GSD has been to make this more transparent,
namely, to make the full family of potential choices explicit, thereby generalizing,
unifying and explaining subgroup decisions assumptions from [10,26,17].

GSD may at first glance look like an “interactive” assumption. It isn’t. The
value n will be a fixed constant, eg. n = 3 for [26] and n = 4 for us. The GSD
assumption is then just a compact way of stating a constant number —one for
each subset {S0, S1} of 2[n] with S0, S1 �= ∅— of non-interactive assumptions. (By
non-interactive we mean the game has only Initialize and Finalize procedures,
no oracles.)

We don’t really need the full strength of GSD. As in previous works, we only
need a few special cases, namely a few particular choices of queries S0, S1 to Ch
and queries S to Gen. But we feel that stating GSD better elucidates the source
of the assumptions, and it will allow more compact assumption and theorem
statements.

Scheme Description. For our scheme we require a 4 group generator Gen
with the property that the group G described by the first output of Gen has a
PR sampler Samp with failure probability ζ and corresponding inverse sampler
Samp−1 with reverse failure probability θ. (The full version [5] describes how we
can instantiate such groups.) The scheme BBoR = (Pg, Kg, Enc, Dec) associated
to a order 4 group generator Gen is shown in Figure 8, where IdSp = Z24k−4 and
MsgSp = {0, 1}. (We use identity space Z24k−4 since N will vary but will always
be at least 24k−4.) If (C, C′) ∈ [Enc(par, id, 0)] and (K, K ′) ∈ [Kg(par, msk, id)],
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Alg. Pg:
(π, π̄)←$ Gen
(〈G〉, 〈GT 〉, 〈e〉, N)← π
(p1, p2, p3, p4)← π̄
g1←$ G({1})∗
g3←$ G({3})∗ ; g4←$ G({4})∗
u1←$ ZN ; U1 ← gu1

1

u4←$ ZN ; U4 ← gu4
4

x1←$ ZN ; X1 ← gx1
1

x4←$ ZN ; X4 ← gx4
4

w4←$ ZN ; W4 ← gw4
4 ; U14 ← U1U4

W14 ← g1W4 ; X14 ← X1X4

par← (π, U14, X14, W14, g4)
msk← (g1, U1, X1, g3)

Alg. Dec(par, (K, K ′), (C, C′)):
(π, U14, X14, W14, g4)← par
If e(C, K) = e(C′, K ′) then return 0
Else return 1

Alg. Kg(par, msk, id):
// id ∈ Z24k−4 ⊆ ZN

(π, U14, X14, W14, g4)← par
(g1, U1, X1, g3)← msk
r, r3, r

′
3←$ ZN

K ← gr
1g

r3
3 ; K ′ ← (U id

1 X1)rg
r′
3

3

Return (K, K ′)

Alg. Enc(par, id, M):
(π, U14, X14, W14, g4)← par
If M = 0 then

s←$ ZN ; t4, t
′
4←$ ZN

C ← (U id
14X14)sgt4

4

C′ ←W s
14g

t′4
4

Else C, C′←$ SampG()
Return (C, C′)

Fig. 8. Scheme BBoR based on composite order pairing groups

then decryption always succeeds. On the other hand, if (C, C′)←$ Enc(par, id, 1)
and (K, K ′)←$ Kg(par, msk, id) then Pr [ e(C, K) = e(C′, K ′) ] ≤ 8 · 2−2k where
k is the security parameter associated to Gen.

We claim the scheme is δ-1SPO with δ ≤ 2θ. The algorithm OpToOne runs
Samp−1 on each of the two ciphertext components. Each component will give
independent reverse sample failure probability of θ. The IND-CPA security of
the scheme is captured by the following theorem, proven in our full version [5].

Theorem 3. Let Gen be an order 4 group generator and let the resulting group
G be PR-samplable with sampling failure probability ζ. Let BBoR = (Pg, Kg, Enc,
Dec) the associated IBE scheme defined above. For all adversaries A′ making q
Extract queries there exists an adversary B such that

Advind-cpa
BBoR (A′) ≤ (9 + 2q) ·Advgsd

Gen(B) + 4 ·ζ .

Adversary B makes at most 5 queries to Gen and runs in time at most T(B) =
T(A′) +O(q ·Texp(G) + q ·T(gcd)). ��
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